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Bongiovi Acoustics DPS Audio Enhancer 2.2.0.15Interference of mood-consequences in the
perception of facial expressiveness: a preliminary study. To investigate the role of mood in the
recognition of facial expressivity, in a preliminary study, 36 participants were instructed to indicate
the presence and the strength of joy (about what the subject was actually feeling when he/she
observed the facial expression) on a scale from -30 (no joy) to +30 (maximum joy), after completing
a mood questionnaire. The same questionnaire was given to the subjects of a control group before
the experiment. The experimental group and the control group were classified as Sad, Mad, or
Happy according to their responses to the mood questionnaire. In addition, 36 women and 36 men
were photographed performing a facial expression of sadness and happiness and a neutral
expression. Based on the responses of the experimental group to the mood questionnaire and on a
face-identification task, the authors selected nine photographs of individuals who were all
experiencing sad mood. They showed the participants an emotion-identification task, where the
subjects had to indicate the presence and the strength of joy (about what the subject was feeling
when he/she observed the facial expression) on a scale from -30 (no joy) to +30 (maximum joy). The
task was performed under two conditions: in the Mood-Groups condition, the joy-instruction was
given when the subjects were in a sad mood; in the Mood-Incongruence condition, the joy-instruction
was given when the subjects were in a mad mood. The results show that, in the emotional state of
sadness, the mood-instruction had a greater impact on the perception of facial expressiveness than
in the other two emotional states. The results are discussed in terms of the findings of
neurophysiological and neuropsychological studies.Regulatory effects of melatonin on bone marrow-
derived dendritic cells from alloxan-diabetic mice. Bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDC) play
a vital role in the induction of immunity. Disruption of the immune balance in the diabetic bone
marrow microenvironment is a major cause of the development of diabetic complications and it has
been suggested that melatonin could be a new agent to prevent bone marrow-induced immunity. In
this study, the effect of melatonin on the activation of BMDC from alloxan-induced diabetic mice was
studied. For this purpose, 6 weeks after alloxan injection, the
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